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A Different Evening
International Film Club at Ahmedabad University

(In Memory of Prof. Niranjan Bhagat)

Date: March 10, 2023, Friday.
Time: 8:30 p.m.
Venue: Ahmedabad University Auditorium,
 GICT Building, Near M G Science College.

Name of the Film: Adhe Adhure (Based on a play by Mohan Rakesh written in 1969)
Date of Release: April 06, 2014
Director: Rohit Philip
Music: Suhas Ahuja
Cinematography: Deval Samanta
Genre: Drama
Duration: 1 Hour 40 Minutes
Awards: Winner of Sangeet Natak Akadami
Also known as: Halfway House

Actors:
Mohan Agashe (National Award Winner + 3 Nominations)
Lillete Dubey (4 Nominations)
Ira Dubey (2 Nominations)
Rajeev Siddhartha
Anuschka Sawhney

Audio Language: Hindi Subtitles: --
Colour: Colour
Aspect Ratio: 16:9 Standard Definition (540p)
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About the film:

Mohan Rakesh’s play Aadhe Adhure (Halfway House, 1959) was a path-breaking
piece of literature because it dealt with contemporary realities of a modern, mid-
twentieth century India trying hard to rid itself of the colonial vestiges, and seeking
to find a new voice. The voice that though wasn’t confident, at least had clarity.

Aadhe Adhure depicts the destitution of a single-unit family in an urban setting. It is
about a middle-aged father Mahendranath, who is a failed entrepreneur; and
mother Savitri the single-breadwinner, who is desperately seeking a better life; and
their three children son Ashok, who is unemployed and seemingly unemployable;
two daughters – Binni, who elopes to marry but comes back home often and Kinni,
the rebellious teenager who frequently raises hell just so that she gets the attention
that she constantly craves for.

Legendary actor Mohan Agashe plays 4 roles of 4 different men in the play. He easily
slips in to the shoes of Mahendra, the failed husband who cannot provide the
financial support to the family. He also comes in as Jagmohan, the suave ex-friend
and admirer of Savitri who has now ‘moved on’ in life. He also portrays as Juneja, the
successful and practical friend of Mahindra and lastly as Singhania, the foolish,
lecherous and crass boss of Savitri.

The characters of the play are seen to engage in a constant search of meaning and
identity in life. Modern psychology does not regard escapism as a symbol of
weakness but as a sensitive individual’s desire to search for meaning which he does
not find in the conditions he is placed in; and hence, the characters of ‘Adhe
Adhure’ can also be seen as being in a relentless quest for identity that transcends
the turmoil of their fragmented existence.

About Mohan Rakesh (the playwright):

He started his career as a postman at Dehradun from 1947 to 1949, after that he
shifted to Delhi, but found a teaching job in Jalandhar, Punjab for a short while.
Subsequently, he remained Head of the Hindi department at DAV College, Jalandhar
and taught Hindi at Bishop Cotton School in Shimla for two years before coming back
to teaching in Jalandhar. In Shimla, he had Ruskin Owen Bond among his students.
Eventually, he resigned from his job in 1957 to write full-time. He also briefly edited
Hindi literary journal Sarika, from 1962 to 1963

Mohan Rakesh’s Adhe Adhura (1969) (Halfway House) can be viewed as an
exploration of meaning and identity in the turmoil of changing social and familial
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structures. Although the play seeks to construct the search for identity within the
unfulfilling, incomplete nature of bourgeois existence in an urban setting as a
universal non-gendered experience along the Existential lines as its primary concern,
it eventually deals with many questions on a broader socio-economic context on
Realist lines.

It is essential to take a closer look at the background material concerning its author –
Mohan Rakesh (1925-1972).  Rakesh was one of the most outstanding Indian
playwrights and writers living and working in the last century, although his works,
including the one that will be discussed in this assignment, were not paid due
attention and internationally recognized during his lifetime.  As a man with an
interesting personality and a man of talent, Rakesh has clearly been and remains in
possession of an important role for Indian theatrical world, for he was capable of
incorporating real-life human issues and essential aspects of life, including people’s
hopes and aspirations, as well as the complexities of human existence as such, into
the realm of his plays. Moreover, Rakesh is considered one of the inspirers of the so-
called Nai Kahani movement by contributing to the development of Hindi literature.
In that way, it becomes evident that Rakesh should rightly be considered a true
master of words and his play Adhe Adhure serves as living proof of his genius.

Based on the classic work of famous writer Mohan Rakesh, Aadhe Adhure (penned in
1969) is a poignant saga of a dysfunctional family on the verge of splitting. Set in the
urban milieu of 60s New Delhi, it deals with the unfulfilled dreams, shattered
aspirations, insecurities, incompatibility, dissatisfaction and conflicts within a family.

The playwright’s other noteworthy plays are “Ashadh Ka Ek Din” (a film directed by
Mani Kaul) and “Laharon Ke Rajhans”. His famous novels are “Andhere Band
Kamare” and “Kabhi Na Aanewala Kal”.

Tag line: Yeh Hi Hai Zindagi.


